Acoustic parameters for place of articulation identification and classification of Spanish unvoiced stops
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Abstract

The analysis of the acoustic parameters which best summarize the cues to phone discrimination for the language under consideration should be a previous step in acoustic-phonetic decoding, regardless of the methodology to be used. The Spanish language has not been widely analyzed from this point of view. This work deals with the acoustic discrimination of Spanish stop consonants. Our main goal was to find a reliable and reduced set of parameters for place of articulation identification of Spanish unvoiced stops. On the basis of the obtained parameters, two automatic classifiers were developed and tested. Only the acoustic features of the burst segment, automatically segmented from the speech waveform, were considered in the parameter estimation. The analysis of these features was carried out in both the time and frequency domains over a CV context corpus uttered by 6 speakers. In the first case, the classifier was designed as a procedural form. Alternatively, in the second case a statistical classifier was obtained from a previous automatic discriminant analysis of the parameters. Both classifiers were tested over a CV context corpus uttered by 40 new speakers not included in the analysis corpus, which resulted in a good rate of identification.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays the design of accurate acoustic-phonetic modules has been shown to be an important issue in developing Large Vocabulary and/or Continuous Speech Recognition (CSR) systems (Schwartz, 1988; Lee et al., 1990; Haton, 1988). In fact, results on phone-recognition (plain Acoustic-Phonetic Decoding, APD) are interesting not only because of their own applications, but also because good phonetic decoding leads to good word decoding.

An important point in the design of an APD is the selection of a sub-lexical unit. This selection should be made on the basis of coverage of the language, context variability and frequency of occurrence in the available training corpus. Several proposals appear in the literature related to this subject: phones (Lee et al., 1990), context-dependent phones (Ney and Billi, 1991), diphones, triphones (Fissore et al., 1991), syllables, etc. The choice of phones as sub-lexical units offers several advantages. The most important is that the size of the set of such units is low enough to obtain a high score of occurrences for each unit in the training set. On the other hand, they are vocabulary-independent so that they could be used to model new words not appearing in the basic training set. The phonological variations of phonemes can be predicted by contextual rules within and between sounds (Haton, 1988; Benedí and Torres, 1992). An in-depth study of the problem, reported in previous works (Torres et al., 1994), was made for Spanish, which resulted in the choice of the phone as the sub-lexical unit.

At this point, an analysis of the acoustic parameters that best summarize the cues to phone discrimination for the language under consideration is a preliminary step. In CSR this kind of study is required in knowledge-based systems (Ederveen and Bores, 1991), and it is also highly recommended in other methodologies (Mariani, 1989) like Stochastic Modelling (Galiano et al., 1994) or Artificial Neural Networks (Bengio et al., 1992). In fact, an in-depth knowledge of the acoustic characterization of phonemes leads to a better choice and application of a given methodology to a specific language.

The Spanish language has not been widely analyzed from this point of view. Only a few specific works focusing on vowel characterization can be found (Torres, 1990). An adaptation of some previous analyses designed for the French language has also been developed leading to poor decoding results (Benedí et al., 1991). A specific analysis of the Spanish language is thus required.

This work deals with the acoustic discrimination of Spanish stop consonants. Our main goal was to find a reliable and reduced set of parameters for identification of place of articulation of Spanish un-
voiced stops. On the basis of the obtained parameters, two automatic classifiers were developed and tested. Only the acoustic features of the burst segment, automatically segmented from the speech waveform, were considered in the parameter estimation. Thus, no information about the vowel transition was included and, as a consequence, the parameters could be considered as context independent. The analysis of these features was carried out in both the time and frequency domains. In the first case, the classifier was designed as a procedural form. Alternatively, in the second case a statistical classifier was obtained from a previous automatic discriminant analysis of the parameters. Both classifiers were tested over a CV context corpus uttered by 40 speakers not included in the analysis corpus, resulting in a good rate of identification.

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we present a brief acoustic characterization of Spanish stop consonants as well as the main cues to be considered for the identification of their place of articulation. Section 3 summarizes the methodology used and the burst segmentation procedure. In Section 4 we report the two approaches presented in both the time and frequency domains. Finally, Sections 5 and 6 present the experimental results and conclusions, respectively.

2. Acoustic characterization

Plosive (or stop) consonants are characterized by a momentary interruption of the sound emission produced by a closure of the vocal channel (Fant, 1973; Quilis, 1989). Three time-consecutive segments can be distinguished in the realization of a plosive consonant, in the CV context:

1. Occlusion. The airstream through the vocal tract is interrupted by the closure of the articulators.

2. Burst. The articulators come apart and the airstream is released producing a brief, turbulent and intense sound. The manner of articulation characterizes this segment. After this moment, a short fricative segment can appear. We do not separate these two segments since many times it is not possible to do so.

3. Transition. Transition segment to the next voiced sound. Plosives usually present very fast vowel transitions. This segment is strongly dependent on the coarticulation effects between both sounds.

This description is accepted by most authors (Fant, 1973; Quilis, 1989). A more general description must include an aspiration segment after the explosion, as is typical in most English stop consonants. Nevertheless, Spanish does not have aspirated stops as occurs in many other languages.

Spanish stops classification considers two main features: voicing and articulation (Martinez Celdrin, 1986; Quilis, 1989). Table 1 shows the classification of Spanish oral stop consonants.

Voicing is produced by the vibration of the vocal cords at the time of occlusion. Thus, a low frequency signal appears before the burst. At this time, unvoiced stops are characterized by a silence. Moreover, Spanish unvoiced stops present more energy; this energy is also more clearly distributed in unvoiced stops.

The cues for perception of the place of articulation are not as clear. There is not complete agreement among authors about the acoustic discriminatory features that characterize the articulation of stop consonants. Some authors consider the burst spectral shape to be the main aspect to be considered (Blumstein and Stevens, 1979; Blumstein et al., 1982; Bush et al., 1983). A spectral pattern would characterize each articulation regardless of the next vowel. However, this theory has been questioned by establishing that the cues for the perception of the stop articulations may be related to dynamic characteristics of the speech signal (Kewley-Port, 1982, 1983; Kewley-Port and Pisoni, 1983; Zahorian et al., 1987; Kobatake and Ohtani, 1987). Thus, the transition to the next vowel would be the main consideration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Classification of Spanish oral stops</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bilabial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced</td>
<td>/b/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unvoiced</td>
<td>/p/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This description is accepted by most authors (Fant, 1973; Quilis, 1989). A more general description must include an aspiration segment after the explosion, as is typical in most English stop consonants. Nevertheless, Spanish does not have aspirated stops as occurs in many other languages.

Spanish stops classification considers two main features: voicing and articulation (Martinez Celdrin, 1986; Quilis, 1989). Table 1 shows the classification of Spanish oral stop consonants.

Voicing is produced by the vibration of the vocal cords at the time of occlusion. Thus, a low frequency signal appears before the burst. At this time, unvoiced stops are characterized by a silence. Moreover, Spanish unvoiced stops present more energy; this energy is also more clearly distributed in unvoiced stops.

The cues for perception of the place of articulation are not as clear. There is not complete agreement among authors about the acoustic discriminatory features that characterize the articulation of stop consonants. Some authors consider the burst spectral shape to be the main aspect to be considered (Blumstein and Stevens, 1979; Blumstein et al., 1982; Bush et al., 1983). A spectral pattern would characterize each articulation regardless of the next vowel. However, this theory has been questioned by establishing that the cues for the perception of the stop articulations may be related to dynamic characteristics of the speech signal (Kewley-Port, 1982, 1983; Kewley-Port and Pisoni, 1983; Zahorian et al., 1987; Kobatake and Ohtani, 1987). Thus, the transition to the next vowel would be the main consideration.
either case, many features have been analyzed to identify place of articulation and then to classify the stop consonants (Kewley-Port, 1982; Pols and Schouten, 1985; Tartter et al., 1983; Repp and Lin, 1989; Gurlekian et al., 1985; Nathan, 1991).

In conclusion, each articulation is characterized as follows for Spanish stop consonants (Poch, 1984; Gurlekian et al., 1985; Castañeda, 1986; Torres, 1990; Torres and Iparraguirre, 1993; Benlloch et al., 1992):

- **Bilabial.** Very short burst when detected. Diffuse spectral shape at burst with more relevant energy at low frequency band. Very quick and negative transitions for all the formants.
- **Dental.** Longer burst and very often the presence of a fricative segment. Diffuse spectral shape at burst with strong presence of high frequency energy. Slower transitions, positive at lower formants and negative at higher formants.
- **Velar.** Several bursts followed by friction segments. Very long burst segment. Burst spectral shape compacted around the middle-frequency band.

The main goal of this work was the identification of place of articulation in Spanish unvoiced stops. However, we were interested in context-independent features and, as a consequence, formant transitions, which are strongly related to the articulation of the next vowel, were not considered. Thus, the acoustic features considered and related parameters to be presented in the following sections characterize the burst segment exclusively.

### 3. Methodology

The objective of the methods to be presented is to parametrize the acoustic features of speech signals in order to obtain classification algorithms for unvoiced stop consonants. A set of parameters representing these features has been defined. After an analysis of the behaviour of the parameters over a set of samples uttered by a small number of speakers, we have designed some recognition procedures. These procedures were then tested over a larger sample set uttered by a new set of speakers.

The analysis procedure was carried out in both the time and frequency domains. The discriminatory ability of a set of parameters was studied, which resulted in two recognition procedures: time and frequency procedures. In the first case, a set of rules forming a decision tree was elaborated. This is a very common decision procedure in knowledge-based systems. However, in the frequency domain, the number of parameters to be analyzed as well as the number of possible discriminatory rules to be elaborated were very high. On the other hand, some of them could include redundant information. Thus, a previous discriminant analysis of the parameters was recommended and resulted in a statistical classifier (Torres and Iparraguirre, 1993). A more general framework such as the design of a knowledge-based acoustic-phonetic decoder could involve alternative discriminant procedures but, in any case, they are not usually too different to those included in this work.

The corpus used for the feature parametrization, parameter analysis and algorithm design procedures, consisted of 15 CV samples (three unvoiced stop consonants along with the five vowels) uttered by 6 speakers, 3 males and 3 females, resulting in a total of 90 samples. For testing purposes, a corpus consisting of the 15 CV samples uttered by 40 new speakers, 20 males and 20 females, was used resulting in a total of 600 samples. This corpus was acquired at 10 KHz and digitized to 12 bits. For the frequency domain procedure, the spectrum amplitude was obtained by Fourier transform (FFT) of segments of 25.6 ms.

#### 3.1. Burst extraction

In this work, the unvoiced stop consonant discrimination was carried out by modelling the time and frequency acoustic features of the burst segment only. As a consequence, a robust localization of this segment was needed. On the other hand, the burst segment should be automatically identified and, thus, any manual segmentation will be avoided.

The general procedure was based on a pitch synchronous analysis of the signal. Thus, a specific procedure (Torres, 1990) was previously used to estimate the pitch period. Then, the burst localization procedure was developed in two steps. In the first step, the normalized average energy was calculated in pitch synchronous frames. When an abrupt change of the average energy was detected, a fixed length segment of 25.6 msg located at this point was se-
lected. In the second step, the final burst segment was obtained by setting a minimum and a maximum energy threshold normalized to the vowel maximum energy. Some examples of this procedure are shown in Fig. 1.

The validity of this procedure was manually tested

(a) First step of the procedure: detection of an abrupt change of the average and pitch synchronous energy.
(b) (c) (d) Final burst localization for the three Spanish unvoiced stops uttered by the same speaker.

Fig. 1. Some examples of the burst detection procedure.
over the whole analysis set. The burst segments automatically located were analysed by three human experts which validated the procedure. No sample of the final test corpus was used in this test in order to preserve the absolute independence between the analysis and the test corpora.

This procedure allowed us to obtain automatically a burst segment of variable length, according to the specific features of the sample to be analyzed. The burst length could then be considered as a classification parameter.

4. Discriminative procedures

Two kinds of procedures based on both the time and frequency analysis of speech signals were designed. In both cases a set of parameters characterizing the burst shape needed to be previously defined. These parameters represent the following acoustic features observed in the burst of Spanish unvoiced stops in CV context:

/p/ – very short segment or no burst detected. Energy increases uniformly from occlusion to vowel. Low frequency oscillations are present.

/t/ – longer burst. Strong presence of fricative segment. Uniform energy distribution in the whole burst segment. High frequency oscillations are present.

/k/ – very long segment with multiple bursts. Very high difference between energy values in bursts and fricative segments. Strong presence of middle frequency oscillations. High frequency oscillations are also observed.

These features agree largely with those reported in previous sections characterising each place of articulation (Gurlekian et al., 1985; Castañeda, 1986; Quilis, 1989; Torres, 1990; Benedí et al., 1991).

4.1. Time domain

The first procedure was aimed at obtaining a set of discriminatory parameters from the speech waveform to identify the three articulatory points. Thus, the energy distribution as well as the zero crossing rate along the already selected analysis segment were the main features to be considered. The burst segment previously detected was then divided into frames of 5 ms. The energy normalized to the vowel maximum value and the zero crossing rate were computed in each frame. Based on these measures, a set of new parameters was defined and calculated for the burst segment:

zi: length (number of frames) of the burst segment. A very short segment can only correspond to a bilabial. On the contrary, a segment which is too long should be identified as velar.

maxcc: maximum zero crossing rate. It measures the maximum frequency in the segment to some degree.

nmax: number of energy peaks of the burst segment. The energy distribution along the segment could be represented by this parameter. Thus, a large number of energy peaks represents the multiple burst sequence of a velar.

In many samples only one significant peak of energy was found. For such a case, three more parameters were also computed:

ccmax: zero crossing rate at the frame of maximum energy. Thus, the form of oscillations in the maximum energy frame of the burst is also considered.

pend: energy slope after the energy peak. It allows us to identify short segments of high energy that appear typically in velars but not in dentals with a large fricative segment.

dvoc: distance (number of frames) between the energy peak and the beginning of the vowel. It measures the length of the low energy segment before the vowel onset, when present.

An analysis of the statistical distribution of these parameters over all the samples of the analysis set was carried out. Fig. 2 shows the corresponding histogram.

After the study of the behaviour of all parameters over the analysis samples, a set of discriminatory rules was elaborated. In this procedure the more discriminative parameters were first considered. These rules conform to the final decision algorithm shown in Fig. 3. The threshold values needed by the rules were established from the parameter distribution over the analysis sample set shown in Fig. 2. Alternative decision trees based on different rule order were also tested over the analysis set. However, the decision algorithm in Fig. 3 achieved the best classification scores.
4.2. Frequency domain

In this case the main goal was to obtain a small set of values that would be able to represent the spectral shape of the previously detected burst sample. As mentioned above, the segment to be analyzed was not of fixed length. Thus, a Fourier Spectrum of 25.6 msg, 12.8 msg or 6.4 msg was computed according to the actual length of the burst sample. In all the cases, the Spectrum obtained was reduced to

Fig. 2. Distribution of the time domain parameters over all the samples of the training set.
376

Fig. 3. Decision algorithm for the unvoiced stops classification with time domain parameters.

64 points. Samples shorter than 6.4 ms were not computed and were directly classified as bilabial /p/.

Our goal was to reduce the spectral distribution shape to a small set of parameters. A fixed number of points (three centroids) was chosen to represent the Spectrum. The centroid positions were calculated by minimizing the error of such a simplification (Crowe and Jack, 1987). Therefore, the spectral distribution was divided into three energy bands of variable length adapted to the specific spectral shape of the sample being considered. Finally, a set of parameters that characterized the spectrum was obtained:

- \( k_1, k_2, k_3 \): position (Hz) of the three centroids.
- \( c_1, c_2 \): band limits calculated by the algorithm.
- \( k_{21}, k_{32}, k_{31} \): distances between centroids.
- \( c_{21} \): distance between band limits.
- \( em_1, em_2, em_3 \): average energy of each band.
- \( em_{12}, em_{23}, em_{13} \): ratios between average energies.

Fig. 4 shows a representation of these parameters for several samples.

If these parameters were applied to voiced segments, a relationship between them and formant energy and position could surely be found. However, in this case no assumption was made about the number of energy peaks, where they should be found or the band limits position. The band limits are adapted to each spectral shape and the ratios between average energies allow us to define the number of peaks actually found in the sample. Thus, the spectral energy distribution of each articulation was well-represented by these parameters since the way they were obtained was adapted to each specific sample shape.

A discriminant analysis of these parameters was carried out using the statistical software SPSS-X. Thus, a discriminant function was calculated as a linear combination of the selected parameters. The analysis set of samples was exclusively used in this procedure. A discriminant punctuation could then be computed from the evaluation of the discriminant functions for each sample and a Bayes classifier could then assign a probability to each sample and group. Such a classifier was finally tested over the test set of samples (see experimental evaluation).

Actually, the process was a two-level procedure. In the first step, the sample was assigned to one of the three two-consonant groups: [p–t], [t–k] or [p–k]. Then, a second discriminant function led to the final classification. In the first step the variables \( k_{21}, k_{32}, k_{31} \) and \( c_{21} \) were excluded by the discriminant analysis. In the second step, the variables selected by the system to calculate the discriminant function were:

- \( /p/-/t/ \) discrimination: \( k_3, k_{21} \) and \( c_{21} \).
- \( /t/-/k/ \) discrimination: \( em_{13}, k_{31}, em_{23}, em_{12} \) and \( c_{21} \).
- \( /p/-/k/ \) discrimination: \( k_2, c_2, k_1, em_1, k_{31}, em_{12} \) and \( em_{13} \).

It is important to note the different contribution of each variable to the final characterization of each articulation. Thus, the discrimination bilabial/dental could be achieved without any energy value. The relationship between the spectral shape at low and
5. Experimental evaluation

In this section, we report the results obtained through the methodologies described in Section 4. The evaluation corpus consisted in 15 CV (unvoiced stop consonant-vowel) samples uttered by 40 new speakers which were not included in the analysis corpus previously used, resulting in a total of 600 samples. Thus, even if the analysis procedures were carried out over a reduced number of speakers, the validity of the proposed parameters was tested over a large number of speakers. The size of the test corpus

Table 2
Confusion matrix obtained after the application of the time domain recognition procedure to the test corpus (Fig. 3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identified consonant</th>
<th>/p/</th>
<th>/t/</th>
<th>/k/</th>
<th>rate of recognition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consonant uttered</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/p/</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>75.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/t/</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>59.0 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/k/</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>88.5 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average rate of recognition: 74.33 %

Table 3
Confusion matrix obtained after the application of the frequency domain classifier to the test corpus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identified consonant</th>
<th>/p/</th>
<th>/t/</th>
<th>/k/</th>
<th>rate of recognition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consonant uttered</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/p/</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>75.0 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/t/</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>73.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/k/</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>75.0 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average rate of recognition: 74.5 %

middle frequencies seemed to be the most significant variable to be considered. On the other hand, dental/velar and bilabial/velar discrimination needed a higher number of variables. In the first case, ratios between average energies were mainly considered. In the second one, parameters related to the first and third bands were the most significant.
was, then, nearly seven times the size of the analysis one.

In Tables 2 and 3, we present the results of the experiments carried out with the time domain and frequency domain methods, respectively.

The comparison between time and frequency parameters should be carefully made since the decision procedure was not the same in both classifiers. However, there were some issues that should be noted and analysed. The performance of both classifiers was quite similar. Nevertheless, the distribution of the rate of recognition among consonants was homogeneous in the second classifier but not in the first one. In this case, dental /t/ achieved quite a low rate of recognition due to the decision rule features. The parameters analyzed in the time domain characterized velar and labial articulations. In fact, we did not find a clearly discriminatory parameter for dental articulation. This effect was not present in the frequency domain analysis. Finally, it is important to note that both classifiers obtained very high rates of recognition for bilabial /p/. This articulation was the least identified in human intelligibility tests (Torres, 1990).

The classification errors shown in Tables 2 and 3 could also include some burst localization errors due to the automatic procedure reported in Section 3. However the experiments resulted in good identification rates. Only the burst shape was considered and no contextual information was supplied to identify place of articulation in the reduced, but highly confused, set of Spanish unvoiced stops (Quilis, 1989; Torres, 1990). A combination of both kinds of parameters could be considered in a more general framework like a knowledge-based acoustic-phonetic decoder (Benlloch et al., 1992; Benedi et al., 1994).

6. Concluding remarks

The main goal of this work was to find a reliable and reduced set of parameters for place of articulation identification of Spanish unvoiced stops. Two sets of parameters characterizing the burst segment have been proposed in both the time and the frequency domain. Then, two automatic classifiers for the Spanish unvoiced stops have been presented for evaluation purposes. Both classifiers were tested over a corpus consisting of 15 CV context samples uttered by 40 speakers which were not included in the analysis corpus (600 samples) and resulted in a good rate of identification.

Some important features were shared by the two methodologies presented:

- The burst segment was automatically localized and segmented. No hand segmentation was used.
- Only the information supplied by the burst was quantified and then used in the algorithm design step.
- No contextual information was used. Both methods classified unvoiced Spanish stops regardless of the vowel context.

Both classifiers obtained a similar average rate of identification in speaker-independent tests. However, the distribution of the rate of recognition among consonants was much more homogeneous when a discriminant analysis of the frequency domain parameters was used. Thus, the centroids of the burst spectral shape seemed to characterize the three places of articulation better than the parameters obtained after an analysis of the segment in the time domain. However, the acoustic features of the burst segment do not seem to be enough to achieve a complete identification of the place of articulation of Spanish stop consonants. Features based on dynamic spectra as well as vowel transition and coarticulation effects should also be considered.

Unvoiced stops are usually well detected but difficult to discriminate in continuous speech. Thus, the proposed sets of parameters, based simultaneously on acoustic-phonetic knowledge and statistical assessment, constitutes an interesting proposal to characterize burst segments in isolated words or continuous speech. In fact, a combination of both kinds of parameters is being used in a knowledge-based acoustic-phonetic decoder for Spanish (Benlloch et al., 1992; Benedi et al., 1994). The automatic burst localization has also demonstrated to be robust enough in such a more general framework.
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